1000 New Stores Rocks Investors!
China Shoe Holdings Inc. (CHSH)
$0.58
CHSH is rocking investors with recent plans to open 1000 new retail outlets
over the next two years. More news is expected Monday and we are expecting
huge trading in expectation of it.
Read the news and get on CHSH first thing Monday!

" Goethe wrote, "Whatever you can do, or dream you can, begin it.
And hosting companies charge you more when you run out of space.
If you submit articles to opt-in ezines you will not use hyperlink, but can ask
your article reader to use the hyperlink when they put your article up on their
web site.
if you’re a retailer, you probably reply with, "Can I help you?
The outcome of our efforts always tells us what we are concentrating on.
" Can you clue me in here?
That trains your nervous system to produce success for you.
Just submit a Website URL to any of the virtual browser testing services below a
nd you get back snapshots of how your Web designer’s Webpage looks from Macs or
PCs.
Much like the travel industry, newspapers are willing to offer deep discounts fo
r unsold space.
It may lead you to new work, the right contacts for your business, or a book to
read that opens a door to greater abundance.
You are what you concentrate on.
And the less stressed you are, the more energy and enthusiasm you have, energy t
hat can be spent on your family or business!
You’d be shocked how you can get well-known local area comedians for less than t
he cost of a dinner at Olive Garden.
Don’t kid yourself that they become sincere through some moral revelations.
More disciplined players watch him with a smile.
it’s called Public Domain Riches.
That trains your nervous system to produce success for you.
It may lead you to new work, the right contacts for your business, or a book to
read that opens a door to greater abundance.
You are what you practice.
Is there so much clutter in your life that it’s difficult to organize yourself t
o do your best?
Your flyers must be printed and distributed on time.
You always find what you concentrate on.
" "Money flows easily into my life as I do what I love.
Which feeling is likely to produce your best effort?
Alter your signature file now and then.
" Goethe wrote, "Whatever you can do, or dream you can, begin it.
We come to believe anything we concentrate on, no matter how bizarre or fantasti
c.
With time freedom also comes perhaps the biggest and most important long-term be
nefit of all - more opportunity to stay connected with family, friends, and comm
unity.
Collectively, then can make a big difference in an average day for anyone workin
g from home.
You are able to schedule leisurely lunches, stop to watch your favorite afternoo
n talk show, or spend some time with friends visiting from out of town.
Let’s talk about The Four Mental Conditioners first.
It’s easy to slash your costs by submitting misspelled or closely related keywor
d phrases to pay per click sites.
You have literally hundreds or even thousands of charities in your town.
This service is quite expensive.
That’s all the self- analysis any one needs.
That sets up success habits.
You develop your potential by thinking SUCCESS.
Let’s talk about The Four Mental Conditioners first.
css"; Call to action People to take action How to write a call to action headlin
e By Markus Allen, Publisher of Marketing-Ideas.

likely to buy something.
When you try not to think of an elephant wearing pink underwear.
But the "call to action" statement places a close second.
My guess is my new niche Webpage will be generating a nice, steady amount of buy
ers to my site in just a few days.
Use this law to induce beliefs that produce fruitful actions.
If you’re a website owner, you might consider downloading the FireFox browser so
you can make sure your Website is compatible.
Andrew Carnegie is reputed to be the toughest man to sit behind a desk.
For people out of country, you need to include a number they can use.
Are there one or two "snapshots" you can create in your mind of having the prosp
erity you desire?
" Just as nature has seasons, cycles, ebbs and flows, so does your life.
Concentrate on achievement, success, energy, confidence, skill, joy, persistence
.
" Just as nature has seasons, cycles, ebbs and flows, so does your life.
it’s for serious Web designers or owners of an always growing list of Webpages n
eeding cross-platform browser testing.
Boldness has genius, power and magic in it.
You have literally hundreds or even thousands of charities in your town.
If you find you have pessimistic or negative beliefs about money ask yourself, "
What’s another way of thinking about this?
But there are certain stressful situations that can be avoided by working at hom
e.
even better, it’s an amazing way to generate publicity for your business.
Can’t figure out how to make a living out of it?
also ask them to promote event.
In theory, your Webpage should look about the same whether your visitors use Mac
s or PCs.
" Ask the library to contact prior donors about the event.
" Making any change in your life often feels uncomfortable at first.
Things can be much more relaxed at home, if you plan accordingly.
and it’s one of the fastest, easiest, and no-cost ways to promote your business.
If you concentrate on success, you get feelings of success.
Multiple touch points can be used in a relaxed enaged setting.
The outcome of our efforts always tells us what we are concentrating on.
He could make a nice living just playing golf.
Zoomify makes it super easy to zoom in on a Flash-compatible thumbnail graphics
copied and pasted on your Website.
You’d be shocked how you can get well-known local area comedians for less than t
he cost of a dinner at Olive Garden.
That’s the history of conmen, they became fanatics.
When you set your self- concept to "Go For It!
Ask associates to give you feedback on your best five.
He has trained hundreds of ordinary people online and off-line, inspiring and tu
rning them into netrepreneurs overnight through his e-marketing Seminars in Sing
apore.
Stay away from introspection as if it were poison.
" Is this appropriate or inappropriate?
If you find you have pessimistic or negative beliefs about money ask yourself, "
What’s another way of thinking about this?
You can promote your product or service to an engaged audience in captive settin
g.
Just before your comedy show starts, ask your audience to write down the serial
numbers for each greenback they donate.
The fact that a shopper invests their precious time to enter your retail store s
hould give you the idea that this prospect is hot.
But the railroads he built are still with us today, and the foundation he create
d still advances human welfare.

Without a powerful sales-oriented signature file you will lose many contacts tha
t can lead to sales.
Concentrate on achievement, success, energy, confidence, skill, joy, persistence
.
Eventually you make success feelings a habit.
What you find in the world reflects your self- concept.
Listen for God’s wisdom.
In a nutshell; The self- concept governs energy, power, and force.
Ask associates to give you feedback on your best five.
Reinforce this synthetic experience by taking the actions that ingrain it into y
our nervous system.
instead storing the plain ’ol text displayed on your site.
Just before your comedy show starts, ask your audience to write down the serial
numbers for each greenback they donate.
Stay strictly with what works and what doesn’t work.
When you get the ol’ "just browsing" objection, that’s probably a big hint that
your opening line didn’t impress.
For most, it’s good for business.
That’s the history of conmen, they became fanatics.
com - Play poker online for fun or real money in our online .
The outcome of our efforts always tells us what we are concentrating on.
Minutes after a pledge is offered, you can bet the press release is soon to foll
ow.
It’s the motive power for action.
The longer that primary reader stays in your retail store, the more he or she te
nds to buy.
large or small monitors.
com - Play poker online for fun or real money in our online .
Right now, just to get an idea of the power unleashed by a striving self- concep
t, try carrying a card that says "Go For It!
no need to train and coddle a sales force.
I’ve discovered several ways to test and make sure your web design works on any
browser, and size monitor, and using any browser software.
I’m guessing you don’t have millions to donate.
You always find what you concentrate on.
That’s why scared money never wins.
Hundreds of teenagers were competiting for a job at the local Publix supermarket
.
Internet Explorer, Safari, or FireFox browsers.
Make this the strongest you can.
it’s a fast and easy way to turn your product into cash for charity.
" Here’s what I suggest.
Somerset Maugham once said, "It’s a funny thing about life.
Reinforce this synthetic experience by taking the actions that ingrain it into y
our nervous system.
But they can, simply by concentrating on winning.
Cinema Advertising is the fastest growing medium in the US.
You practice what you concentrate on.
Don’t waste your time on it.
The Universe will respond!
In addition to time freedom, another big benefit of working at home is relief fr
om stress.
See how it produces high-quality details whether you zoom in or out?
made an unique donation to ten Bulgarian universities, in a way to mark the comp
any’s tenth anniversary more.
especially those with their picture on billboards or cable TV commercials.
Why not host a charity comedy tour?
for example, if you’re looking for a phone call, have the reader ask for a speci
fic extension.
Is there a client that takes too much of your energy for the money you receive?

Signature file essentials Keep your signature file brief Try to keep your signat
ure file just a sentence or two.
That’s the history of conmen, they became fanatics.
To find and develop your greatest potential, you discipline your mind with four
mental conditioners.
It’s hard to convince a loser that he looks for defeats.
Donwloaded Firefox, and BAM!
You set your sights on higher performance, because when you move towards higher
performance, your ability grows.
Are there one or two "snapshots" you can create in your mind of having the prosp
erity you desire?
that’s short for signature file.
It’s equally important to build a guidance mechanism for this power mechanism to
work through.
It may come to you through a feeling, an emotion, a gut sense, a voice or a nudg
e to take a certain path of action in your life.
Since each search engine uses a different calculation, it’s hard to pin down an
exact suggestion.
com, but their discussion board is my personal favorite section of the site.
So successful, the owner sold out The success of the product caught the eye of t
he people at G.
And hosting companies charge you more when you run out of space.
Since each search engine uses a different calculation, it’s hard to pin down an
exact suggestion.
Backlit posters are placed in a poster case, and non-backlit posters are placed
in the lobby.
If you concentrate on success, you get feelings of success.

